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ABSTRACT
Tensor algebra involving multiple sparse operands is severely mem-

ory bound, making it a challenging target for acceleration. Further-

more, irregular sparsity complicates traditional techniques—such

as tiling—for ameliorating memory bottlenecks. Prior sparse tiling

schemes are sparsity unaware: they carve tensors into uniform

coordinate-space shapes, which leads to low-occupancy tiles and

thus lower exploitable reuse. To address these challenges, this paper

proposes dynamic reflexive tiling (DRT), a novel tiling method that

improves data reuse over prior art for sparse tensor kernels, un-

locking significant performance improvement opportunities. DRT’s

key idea is dynamic sparsity-aware tiling. DRT continuously re-

tiles sparse tensors at runtime based on the current sparsity of the

active regions of all input tensors, to maximize accelerator buffer

utilization while retaining the ability to co-iterate through tiles of

distinct tensors.

Through an extensive evaluation over a set of SuiteSparse matri-

ces, we show how DRT can be applied to multiple prior accelerators

with different dataflows (ExTensor, OuterSPACE, MatRaptor), im-

proving their performance (by 3.3×, 5.1× and 1.6×, respectively)
while adding negligible area overhead. We apply DRT to higher-

order tensor kernels to reduce DRAM traffic by 3.9× and 16.9× over

a CPU implementation and prior-art tiling scheme, respectively.

Finally, we show that the technique is portable to software, with an

improvement of 7.29× and 2.94× in memory overhead compared to

untiled sparse-sparse matrix multiplication (SpMSpM).

CCS CONCEPTS
•Computer systems organization→ Special purpose systems;
• Hardware→ Hardware accelerators.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Tensor algebra—arithmetic with vectors, matrices, and higher-

order tensors—is a ubiquitous primitive in numerical computa-

tions [3, 6, 38, 41, 47, 54]. In this work, we focus on the acceler-

ation of sparse tensor algebra, in particular, the contraction of

multiple sparse tensors. In the simplest case, this is the multi-

plication of two sparse matrices (SpMSpM), which has myriad

applications in graph algorithms, solvers for linear systems and

more [3, 6, 7, 14, 38, 41, 47, 54]. Beyond SpMSpM, sparse tensor

contraction is an important primitive in many of the core areas

of tensor computations, including computational chemistry meth-

ods [9, 33, 48] and sparse tensor decomposition [5, 23].

Operations on multiple sparse tensors are difficult to accelerate

as they tend to be memory bound. Thus, maximum achievable

performance is a function of arithmetic intensity, that is, the ratio

of FLOPS to the data traffic (bytes transferred) from main memory.

State-of-the-art sparse accelerators improve arithmetic intensity

by first designing around a dataflow to improve data reuse, thus
reducing DRAM traffic [16], and then making data representation

and data orchestration decisions. Figure 1 shows theDRAM traffic of

prior SpMSpM accelerators that explore using three main SpMSpM

dataflows (outer-product [42, 61], row-wise Gustavson’s [49, 60],

and inner-product [30, 44]). Yet, as the figure shows, dataflow alone

is not sufficient to bring DRAM traffic close to the lower bound.

For dense problems, significantly improving reuse (and there-

fore performance) beyond dataflow decisions is often achieved

through tiling. Unfortunately, tiling sparse data for high data reuse

is non-trivial. Consider a state-of-the-art scheme for sparse tiling,

ExTensor [30], that statically tiles the input and output matrices

offline into uniformly sized, coordinate-space regions, where co-

ordinates correspond to the locations in Cartesian space such as

row and column ids. Such a tiling is oblivious to data distribution.

This can lead to lower occupancy tiles (i.e., those with few non-

zeros), which leads to lower reuse per buffer fill and therefore lower

performance.

To address the above challenges, we propose dynamic reflexive
tiling (DRT), a novel tiling algorithm and hardware primitive that

improves tile occupancy (and therefore reuse) in the presence of

irregular sparsity.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3582016.3582064
https://doi.org/10.1145/3582016.3582064
https://doi.org/10.1145/3582016.3582064
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Figure 1: DRAM traffic for each input operand (𝐴, 𝐵) and output
(𝑍 ) in SpMSpM (𝐴 · 𝐵 = 𝑍 ), aggregated over the matrices used in our
evaluation (Section 6) setting 𝐵 = 𝐴. Each bar indicates actual traffic
and each red square indicates the lower bound on traffic (read each of
𝐴 and 𝐵 once, write 𝑍 once for each matrix). OuterSPACE [42], Mat-
Raptor [49] and ExTensor [30] are representative accelerators that
apply the outer-product, Gustavson’s and inner-product dataflows,
respectively. ExTensor-OP-DRT (this paper) using dynamic reflex-
ive tiling achieves significantly closer to the lower bound for all
operands/outputs. Different accelerators use similar but not identi-
cal compressed representations, and hence have slightly different
traffic lower bounds.

The key idea in DRT is to dynamically tile input and output ten-

sors into nonuniform coordinate-space regions: tiles whose volumes

differ when measured in coordinate space. As shown in Figure 1,

this results in more efficient use of DRAM bandwidth.

Through dynamic nonuniform coordinate-space tiling, DRT

takes into account data sparsity across all participating tensors

to dynamically build tiles online. Tile occupancy, i.e., the number

of non-zeros in the tile, is maximized, subject to the buffer capacity.

Meanwhile, variation in occupancy across spatially distributed tiles

is minimized. To maximize utilization across the entire duration

of kernel execution, DRT not only changes tile shape across dif-

ferent regions of each tensor but also over time for the same region,
based on how the data is later reused. For example, in SpMSpM

(𝐴 · 𝐵 = 𝑍 ), the ideal tile shape for a given set of rows in matrix 𝐴

changes depending on the active set of columns for matrix 𝐵.
A challenge that arises when tiling into nonuniform size regions

is how to enable co-iteration. That is, when performing operations

such as inner or outer products on tiles, participating tiles must

have corresponding coordinate ranges. For example, inner-product

matrix multiplication requires that the column coordinates in a tile

of matrix 𝐴 match the row coordinates in a tile of matrix 𝐵. This

facilitates operations such as coordinate intersections by ensuring

that the set of coordinates from each tile in the intersection covers

the same coordinate range.

To address the co-iteration problem, DRT co-tiles in the coordi-
nate space. A co-tiling is one where co-iterated dimensions, shared

between tiles mapped to each buffer, correspond to the same co-

ordinate range in the original untiled tensors. Depending on the

dataflow, co-tiling may require coordinating tile shape across many

tiles. For example, if a tile of matrix 𝐴 is broadcast to all PEs, all

tiles of 𝐵 later mapped to the PEs must be co-tiled with respect to

that tile of 𝐴. This is nontrivial, as tile shapes become constrained

as a function of one another and the available buffer space.

We propose an algorithm and hardware architecture to perform

all of the above efficiently, including hiding the latency of dynamic

tile construction. This is challenging, as finding optimal tile shapes

implies performing a search that must be solved online and contin-

uously for each set of tiles distributed to each accelerator buffer,
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Figure 2: (a) Tensor terminology using matrices as an example. (b)
Example compression using CSR. (c) Fibertree representation of the
compressed matrix.

and each step in the search involves counting non-zeros from each

untiled operand’s compressed representation, e.g., CSR.

To more quickly find high-occupancy tile shapes that satisfy co-

tiling constraints, DRT dynamically builds nonuniformly shaped

macro tiles from statically-built and uniformly-shaped micro tiles,
subject to co-tiling constraints. By working at micro tile granular-

ity, DRT quickly creates high-occupancy macro tiles. By enabling

buffers to store variable numbers of micro tiles via a single macro

tile, DRT decouples buffer capacity from worst-case dense tile oc-

cupancy, enabling smaller buffers that better exploit data reuse.

To summarize, the paper makes the following contributions.

• We propose a novel sparsity-aware tiling algorithm, dynamic
reflexive tiling (DRT), that dynamically co-tiles input and out-

put tensors to maximize buffer utilization. Moreover, we

propose a hardware primitive, the tile extractor, which im-

plements DRT using small hardware area.

• We integrate DRT into prior accelerators ExTensor, Out-

erSPACE and MatRaptor (representatives of major popular

SpMSpM dataflows). Through an extensive evaluation over

a set of SuiteSparse and SNAP matrices, we show how DRT

enables significant performance improvement for these ac-

celerators (by 3.3×, 5.1× and 1.6×, respectively). Using Accel-
ergy [57], we model the area/energy overheads of DRT and

demonstrate net energy improvement (over a design w/o

DRT) with negligible area cost.

• We show the potential of DRT to improve computation on

higher-order tensors, by demonstrating how DRT applied to

ExTensor can reduce that design’s memory traffic by 16.6×
when running the Gram kernel.

• We evaluate the potential benefits of a software DRT im-

plementation over an untiled (and statically tiled) software

implementation, showing a 7.29× and 2.94× memory traffic

improvement, respectively.

2 BACKGROUND AND TERMINOLOGY
We now provide background (summarized in Table 1).

2.1 Tensors, Tensor Kernels and Einsums
Tensors: Tensors are multi-dimensional arrays of arbitrary dimen-

sionality 𝑁 . We use the notation 𝑁 -tensor for brevity. For example,

0-tensors are scalars, 1-tensors are vectors, 2-tensors are matrices.

Figure 2 (a) shows an example matrix 𝑋 with dimensions 𝐼 (rows)

and 𝐽 (columns). Each location in the matrix, identified by its row
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and column numbers, is referred to as a point. An element in 𝑋 at

point (𝑖, 𝑗) is written as 𝑋𝑖 𝑗 . The row and column indices making

up the point are called coordinates. We refer to the list and sizes of

these dimensions—where size refers to the maximum number of

coordinates in that dimension—as the tensor’s shape. The previous
example’s shape is 𝐼 × 𝐽 . Each point stores a scalar data value. For
convenience, we denote dimension names and sizes with upper-

case letters and index variables with the corresponding lowercase

letters.

Sparse tensor kernels:We focus on the kernel of tensor con-

traction, which generalizes products of vectors andmatrices. Tensor

contractions are commonly described by ‘Einsum’ [21] (Einstein

summation) expressions. The Einsum for matrix multiply is

𝑍𝑖 𝑗 = 𝐴𝑖𝑘𝐵𝑘 𝑗 . (1)

This defines an iteration space of 𝐼 × 𝐽 × 𝐾 . At each point in this

space, the corresponding values of𝐴 and 𝐵 are multiplied and stored

in the corresponding (𝑖, 𝑗) point of the output. The contracted rank,
𝑘 , implies a reduction over 𝑘 for each repeated (𝑖, 𝑗) output point.
This can also be expressed as a sequence of dot products (made up

of multiply-accumulates or MACCs) between vectors in the 𝐼 × 𝐾
matrix𝐴 and the 𝐾 × 𝐽 matrix 𝐵, forming the 𝐼 × 𝐽 matrix 𝑍 . Unless

otherwise stated, we assume tensors start at the base point (0, . . . ,
0). Coordinate indices 𝑖 , 𝑗 , and 𝑘 range from 0 to the size given by

their dimension, e.g., 0 ≤ 𝑖 < 𝐼 .
In Equation 1, dimension 𝐾 is called contracted [22] because

a reduction occurs across it as indicated by the summation over

𝑘 . We focus on the case where all tensors on the right-hand side

of the Einsum are sparse. Then, implementations of sparse tensor

contractions may avoid ineffectual computations (since 0 · 𝑥 =

0) by performing intersections between coordinates of non-zero

values [30]. Dimensions 𝐼 and 𝐽 are called uncontracted.
Dataflow: Given an Einsum, a kernel must now decide the order

in which to traverse the iteration space. This order is typically

expressed as loop nests. The loop order, which is an aspect of the

dataflow [16], impacts datamovement. For example, matrixmultiply

can be expressed as three loops, where the loop order is 𝐽 → 𝐼 → 𝐾

(iterate over 𝐽 in the outermost loop, 𝐼 in the second-to-outer loop,

etc.). In this example, data in 𝑍 is stationary [16], since 𝑖 and 𝑗 do

not change in the innermost loop. Due to operation commutativity,

these loops can be reordered, changing which operand is stationary.

In general, for a given loop nest, we say a tensor is less stationary

than another if it is indexed by a faster-changing index.

2.2 Compressed Representations
To reduce memory footprint, sparse tensors are stored in com-

pressed representations. At a high level, these use metadata to

reduce the cost of storing data values equal to zero. Because ze-

ros are not stored, each non-zero’s coordinates do not correspond

to where the data value is physically stored, i.e., its position, in
memory. The tensor’s footprint is the memory storage needed for

a representation, that is, the bytes of metadata and data for that

format.

We assume tensors are stored in the T-[uc]
+
family of representa-

tions [30, 34]. In T-[uc]
+
, a sequence based on the regular expression

[UC]+ indicates whether each tensor dimension is Uncompressed

or Compressed. For example, a matrix can have T-UU, T-UC, T-CU,

Table 1: Terminology, which can be applied to tensors or tiles.

Name Description

Data value Float/double data values

Metadata Non-data values required for the compressed representa-

tion (e.g., segment and coordinate array)

Coordinate A logical location within a dimension

Point Tuple of coordinates identifying a data value

Position Memory location for a metadata or data value

Shape List and sizes of a tensor’s dimensions

Footprint Tensor bytes for metadata + data

Occupancy Tensor number of non-zero elements

or T-CC combinations [30, 34], where T-UU is a fully uncompressed

representation. A compressed dimension conceptually stores point-

ers into the next dimension using coordinate-payload lists. In this

classification, the popular CSR format (shown in Figure 2 (b)) is a

T-UC representation. To hide details of the representation, we will

explain ideas using the format-agnostic fibertree representation [53],

which represents the tensor as a tree of coordinate-payload lists

as shown in Figure 2 (c). In this form, each list of coordinates, e.g.,

coordinates 1, 2 in the first list of the second level, is called a fiber.

2.3 Tiling Compressed Representations
Sparse tensors can be tiled to improve reuse and arithmetic inten-

sity by adding dimensions to the T-[uc]
+
representation [30]. To

partition a matrix represented in CSR into two-dimensional tiles,

we add two dimensions to the representation, giving us T-??UC,

where ‘??’ are two new outer dimensions that can be either U or C.

Thus, each tile is represented in, e.g., CSR, and we traverse outer

dimensions to index into each tile. Supporting multiple levels of

tiles entails adding yet more dimensions.

Each tile has a base point. By convention, we refer to base points

using parent tensor-relative coordinates. If the matrix in Figure 2 is

tiled into 2 × 2 coordinate-space tiles, the tile base points are (0, 0),
(2, 0), (0, 2) and (2, 2).

Prior work [30, 34, 60] performs static, coordinate-based, uniform
tiling for simplicity. Static means the tiles are built for each tensor

offline. Coordinate-based means tile size is specified in the coordi-

nate (not position) domain. Uniform means for each tensor, each

tile within that tensor has the same shape, i.e., same size measured

in coordinate space.

More generally, we classify tiling schemes in a taxonomy given

by Static/Dynamic-Uniform/Nonuniform-Coordinate/Position
where dynamic means chosen online and nonuniform means

different tiles can have different footprints (if in position space) and

shapes (if in coordinate space). We use this taxonomy as a short-

hand. For example, an S-U-C tiling is Static-Uniform-Coordinate

space and D-N-C is dynamic-nonuniform-coordinate space.

3 DYNAMIC REFLEXIVE TILING
We now describe dynamic reflexive tiling (DRT), an online heuristic

to build D-N-C tiles. We define DRT for the general problem of

sparse tensor kernels, expressed as an Einsum of sparse tensors.

When operands are tiled, the calculation operates on a piece of

the overall Einsum being computed, splitting the work into tasks

that correspond to tile-wise calculations. Specifically, we define

an Einsum task as a contraction of a set of tensors for a range of
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coordinates. For example, using Equation 1, a task could be

𝑍𝑖 𝑗 = 𝐴𝑖𝑘𝐵𝑘 𝑗 𝑖 ∈ [𝐼0, 𝐼1), 𝑗 ∈ [𝐽0, 𝐽1), 𝑘 ∈ [𝐾0, 𝐾1), (2)

where 𝐾0 < 𝐾1 ≤ 𝐾 and index 𝑘 iterates from 𝐾0 to 𝐾1 (same

conventions for 𝑖, 𝐼 and 𝑗, 𝐽 ). In this task, a tile 𝐴 of shape 𝐼1 − 𝐼0
by 𝐾1 − 𝐾0 is multiplied by a tile of 𝐵 of shape 𝐾1 − 𝐾0 by 𝐽1 − 𝐽0,
where the parent tensor-relative coordinates along the𝐾 dimension

match in both tiles. Completing the entire matrix multiply involves

evaluating a set of tasks, each of which operates over a set of tiles

that partition the compute space given by the original kernel (e.g.,

Equation 1).

3.1 Trade-offs in Changing Tile Shape
DRT’s goal is to determine the shape of each tile—i.e., 𝐼0, 𝐼1, 𝐾0, 𝐾1,

etc.—in each task so as to maximize buffer occupancy, which by

extension reduces variation in buffer occupancy. This facilitates

better data reuse. Depending on whether a dimension is contracted

or uncontracted, changes to tile size along that dimension have

different implications on tile footprint and data reuse. For simplicity,

first consider the case when all tensors are dense. Increasing a

dimension 𝐺 of a tile by a factor 𝛼 increases the footprint of tiles

participating in the Einsum task with a dimension indexed by 𝑔

(including the output) by 𝛼 . The tiles in the Einsum task of operands

in which 𝑔 does not appear are unmodified, but the amount of

computation in the Einsum task is increased by 𝛼 , hence the reuse

achieved for the elements of these tiles increases by 𝛼 .

The presence of sparsity adds additional complexity to these

tradeoffs. First, changing a dimension’s size for a tile in coordi-

nate space has an irregular impact on tile footprint. In some cases,

increasing a dimension will not change tile footprint because all

data values in the new tile region are zero. Second, when the tiles

are sparse, only effectual computations contribute to the output.

Thus, the output tile footprint is not known until after intersections

are performed, and is difficult to predict/provision for before the

intersections are performed. Nevertheless, even in the worst case,

reuse increases monotonically with tile volume. In the best case,

we expect to achieve the same improvements in reuse from tiling

as in dense.

3.2 Reflexive Tiling Algorithm

Algorithm 1 Dynamic reflexive tiling (DRT) pseudo-code.

Inputs: tensors, base_points, loop_order
Outputs: constraints, tile_sizes
function DRT(tensors, base_points, loop_order)

// Starting tile sizes are chosen statically at design time
5: tile_sizes = [initialTileSize(d) for d in allDims()]

// Growing a dimension becomes a constraint on later tensors
constraints = [None for d in allDims()]

// Grow tensors into unused buffer space heuristically
// Favor tensors whose tiles are resident longer

10: for tensor in sortByStationarity(tensors, loop_order) do
// Load the next tile using existing constraints
try: tensor.loadNextTile(tile_sizes, constraints, base_points)
catch TooLarge: return fallbackPath(constraints)

// growDims() will update tile_sizes
15: growDims(tensor, constraints, tile_sizes)

Algorithm 2 Generic growDims() Function.

Inputs: tensor, constraints, tile_sizes
Outputs: constraints, tile_sizes
// Grow until all dimensions of tensor are constrained
function growDims(tensor, constraints, tile_sizes)

5: // selectDimToGrow: select which dimension to grow
// and return None if all dimensions are constrained
while d = selectDimToGrow(tensor.Dims(), constraints) is not None do

// Grow if we haven’t constrained this dimension
if constraints[d] is None then

10: // Try to grow this dimension by 𝑛 and update the tile size
try

// 𝑛 → the amount to grow by, e.g.: 1
tile_sizes[d] = tensor.tryToGrow(d, n)

catch TooLarge:

15: constraints[d] = tile_sizes[d]

return fallbackPath(constraints)

We now describe how DRT uses the above tradeoffs to decide

how to tile. Importantly, choosing a nonuniform tiling is (inher-

ently) an online task, since nonuniform tile shapes are a function

of all participating tensors. At the same time, the space of possible

tilings is large. Prior work notes that finding an optimal tiling is

NP-hard [2, 52, 58] and requires global visibility of the data. Thus,

we face a tradeoff between spending time to find a higher-quality

tiling vs. benefiting from that tiling. We propose a framework that

enables greedy algorithms to choose tile shapes. We found that

these strategies significantly reduce DRAM traffic while allowing

us to overlap the process of building and computing on tiles (see

Figure 1).

Algorithms 1 and 2 show pseudo-code for our scheme. For clarity,

we describe the scheme focused on a single level of the buffer hier-

archy, called the fast memory, and show the operations needed

to form a single Einsum task (which specifies tile origins, e.g.,

𝐼0, 𝐽0, 𝐾0 in Equation 2). Given an Einsum task that contracts tensors

𝑈 ,𝑉 ,𝑊 , . . ., where tiles of𝑈 are changed least frequently,𝑉 second-

least, etc., we begin with a static provisioning of the fast memory

and an initial tile shape for each tensor (Lines 4–7 of Algorithm 1).

In the main body of the algorithm (Lines 10–15), DRT proceeds

tensor by tensor to determine tile shape along each dimension so

as to maximize the number of non-zeros in each tile, prioritizing

tiles that will be kept local in fast memory for longer, i.e., are more

stationary (Line 10).

The algorithm then tries to grow the dimensions of each tensor

(Alg. 1, Line 15 and Algorithm 2). Specifically, growDims first selects
which dimension to grow, then attempts to grow it by a certain

amount. Our implementation grows by one (𝑛 = 1 in Alg. 2, Line 13).

There are a few approaches to selecting the order in which to grow

dimensions (selectDimToGrow in Alg. 2, Line 7). We implement

an approach that first tries to grow contracted dimensions in 𝑈

in a single pass, then grows uncontracted dimensions in 𝑈 , then

continues to contracted and then uncontracted dimensions in 𝑉 ,

and so on, until the sum of tile footprints exceed buffer capacity.

This approach enables relatively simple traversal of the compressed

representation. It prioritizes maximizing output locality and mini-

mizing output traffic, which tend to be the bottleneck in dataflows

that require merging of partial output products [42]. Unless other-

wise stated, this is the default DRT implementation for the rest of

this paper.
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Another approach, evaluated in Section 6.3 and 6.6, repeatedly

alternates across the dimensions of a tensor, in order to maintain

square tiles, until the buffer capacity is reached. This approach

avoids shapes that are longer along one dimension and attempts to

balance input/output locality. Other strategies are possible: beyond

the sequence of dimensions over which to grow (Alg. 2, Line 7), one

can change the starting tile shape (Alg. 1, Line 5).

All subdivisions are made in the coordinate space, and are akin to

changing shape from Section 3.1. Specifically, each tile produced by

DRT corresponds to a subtensor given by restricting the coordinate

range of the original tensor along each dimension. Subsequent calls

to DRT produce tiles for subsequent tasks. Tile base points from

which to start building tiles change depending on the dataflow. For

example, in an inner-product (output stationary) dataflow applied

to Equation 2, the 𝐾1 determined by the first call to DRT becomes

the starting index for the 𝐾 dimension for the second call. In this

way, successive calls to DRT tile the Einsum by considering the

set of non-zero elements of the operand tensors involved in the

computation of each Einsum task and selecting each tile’s shape to

be as large a hyper-rectangle as possible while still fitting into fast

memory.

Since changing a dimension influences tile shapes for other ten-

sors sharing that dimension (Section 3.1), it may not be possible to

subdivide remaining dimensions while ensuring that all tiles fit into

their allotted portions of the fast memory. This is represented by

the try/catch blocks in Algorithm 1 and 2. In such cases, a fallback

path is invoked. The fallback on Line 16 of Algorithm 2 is imple-

mented as a continue (i.e., once we cannot grow further along one

dimension, we try to grow along the next dimension). The fallback

on Line 13 of Algorithm 1 is implemented by subdividing the most

recent dimension of the tensor and recursively building new tiles on

the subdivided tensor. This path is only invoked when particularly

dense tiles from multiple tensors are encountered simultaneously.

3.2.1 Coarsening and Hierarchy. To reduce the effort it takes DRT

to find a high-occupancy tiling, but potentially at the cost of finding

the optimal tiling, the above scheme can be coarsened using an

S-U-C tiling scheme, in which case scalar elements are replaced by

tiles (called micro tiles) making the work a function of the number

of micro tiles rather than the number of scalar elements. When

coarsened to micro tiles, all sub-divisions occur at micro tile granu-

larity. By physically tiling the tensor data into uniform micro tiles,

the macro tiles produced by DRT are then treated as logical tiles.

Macro tiles are then loaded into fast memory by collecting a set

of micro tiles. This approach enables DRT to reuse micro tiles as

constituents of distinct macro tiles that achieve maximal buffer

occupancy for different Einsum tasks.

Finally, DRT can be applied hierarchically to achieve locality/load

balance at different levels in the memory hierarchy.

3.3 Example for matrix multiplication
Figure 3a shows an example SpMSpM instance and how both DRT

and the prior-art S-U-C tiling scheme [30] decompose it into tasks.

This example assumes a 𝐽 → 𝐾 → 𝐼 dataflow—i.e., matrix 𝐵 is

stationary. We assume a buffer (fast memory) that can fit up to 2

data values for each of matrix 𝐴 and 𝐵. Thus, the only tile shapes

available to the S-U-C baseline are 2 × 1 and 1 × 2—as any larger

shape would not fit the data in the worst case.

Algorithm 1 builds tiles for the first task in steps a – c . Each call

to Algorithm 1 determines the next task’s tile shapes for 𝐵 followed

by 𝐴. We assume the initial tile size has shape 2 × 1 for 𝐴 and 1 × 2

for 𝐵 (Alg. 1, Line 5). To form task (1), whose tile base points are

𝐼 = 𝐽 = 𝐾 = 0 (Alg. 1, Line 4), DRT ( a ) grows the 𝐵 tile along

the 𝐾 (contracted) dimension, then ( b ) along the 𝐽 (uncontracted)

dimension when it cannot grow further along 𝐾 . DRT then builds

the tile for 𝐴: due to constraint[k], it sets the 𝐾 dimension to

match (co-tile) that of 𝐵 ( a ), then c grows along the 𝐼 dimension

until the buffer partition for 𝐴 is full. We form subsequent tasks

(2) and (3) through subsequent calls to Algorithm 1, specifying the

tile base points in the order given by the dataflow (loop_order in

Algorithm 1, Line 1).

Figures 3b and 3c build on this illustration to show the lower-

level actions of DRT on example compressed formats. We assume

the shaded regions in 3a are scalars and the dataflow is 𝐽 → 𝐾 → 𝐼 .

For concordant traversal (i.e., traversal in the same order as the

layout of the data format) [53], 𝐴 is in compressed sparse column

(CSC) format [17] (𝐾-major) and 𝐵 is in CSC format (𝐽 -major).

Figure 3b shows the initial values of various variables from Alg. 1

and Figure 3c shows the way they change over time. Section 4.3

further discusses how the related hardware interacts with these

formats.

Comparison to S-U-C: Where does the benefit come from?
The key difference between DRT and the S-U-C tiling scheme is

that DRT can increase the coordinate range of each tile beyond the

buffer capacity in the presence of irregular sparsity. For example,

the first tile of 𝐵 for DRT spans a 2 × 4 coordinate range because

there are only two non-zero values in that range. The baseline (S-

U-C) is limited to smaller tile shapes. Larger coordinate-space tiles

can translate into memory traffic reduction. In this example, DRT

completes SpMSpM after reading matrix 𝐴 once. Conversely, the

baseline must read 𝐴 twice (see red text in the figure for Task (4)).

Since SpMSpM is typically memory-bandwidth bound, this traffic

reduction translates into increased performance.

4 THE TILE EXTRACTOR
Accelerators have been particularly efficient in the sparse domain;

thus, we focus on a hardware unit, called the tile extractor, that
implements DRT while accounting for pipelining effects and buffer

management. We further explain how to integrate the tile extractor

into an accelerator buffer hierarchy. Section 6.2 looks at the impact

of these changes to three representative accelerators.

Sparse Data-Orchestration Partitions (S-DOPs). Figure 4 depicts an
accelerator composed of multiple levels of on-chip buffers, routing

fabric between the buffers, and compute resources at the lowest-

level buffer [15, 16, 30, 42–44, 49, 60]. Buffers and compute at the

lowest level are called processing elements (PEs). We note a com-

mon accelerator design pattern where each memory level contains

surrounding logic for reading, distributing, and computing on com-

pressed formats. We refer to these buffers and logic at the non-PE

levels as sparse data-orchestration partitions (S-DOP), which store
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Figure 3: DRT example with CSR/CSC formats. See sections 3.3 and 4.3 for details.

and distribute tensor metadata and data for distribution to next-

level buffers. For example, if we map ExTensor to this accelerator

hierarchy, its S-DOP-like logic forms and distributes data and meta-

data as uniform coordinate-space (S-U-C) tiles. S-DOP logic may

be implemented using address generators [15, 16, 29, 31, 43] or

finite-state machines capable of traversing compressed representa-

tions [30]. We design the tile extractor as a hardware unit within the

S-DOP (Figure 4). Each tile extractor implements all of Algorithm 1

and multiple S-DOP levels apply DRT hierarchically. That is, follow-

ing the accelerator template, the tile extractor in the DRAM S-DOP

dynamically breaks tensors (kernels) into nonuniform coordinate-

space D-N-C tiles (tasks), the tile extractor in the Global Buffer

S-DOP breaks these D-N-C tiles into D-N-C sub-tiles (sub-tasks),

etc.

The rest of the section is discussed with respect to the first level

of hierarchy (when tensors and kernels are broken into tiles and

tasks). Tile extractors interact with their local S-DOP buffer, which

stores tensor compressed representations, to determine the shape
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Figure 4: (Left) Accelerator template composed of PEs/S-DOPs. (Mid-
dle) Tile Extractor units.

of each tile involved in the next task. This process, discussed in
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detail in Section 4.2, is non-trivial, as calculating how tile foot-

print changes as a function of tile shape requires a variable and

possibly substantial number of reads into the tile’s compressed

representation.

4.1 Micro Tile-Granular Tile Extraction
Supporting coarsening (Section 3.2.1) in hardware is relatively

straightforward. Pre-processing input tensors into micro tiles is

equivalent to the pre-processing needed by prior S-U-C tiling

schemes (Section 2.3). To support DRT (Section 4.2), we augment

T-[uc]
+
metadata to include micro tile footprints, stored alongside

the coordinates for each micro tile (see Figure 5). This ensures that

as the tile extractor iterates through the compressed representation,

it knows the underlying micro tile footprint without introspection

of the micro tile’s metadata.

Although micro tiles are S-U-C, accelerator performance is less

sensitive to their exact shape than in a traditional S-U-C tiling

scheme (e.g., ExTensor [30]). For example, buffers in ExTensor are

explicitly managed [43], similar to scratchpads. Thus, the buffer

capacity must be sufficiently large to fit the worst-case tile, i.e.,

when a region of the tensor is dense. This creates an undesirable

trade off: smaller/larger buffers are more/less efficient to access, but

imply less/more maximum reuse (which is a function of S-U-C tile

shape).

Conversely, D-N-C decouples buffer size from the tile shape.

With DRT, a single macro tile contains an arbitrary number of

micro tiles, subject to capacity and co-tiling constraints. Micro tile

shape can be small, and tuned based on what DRT needs to quickly

determine macro tile shape.

4.2 Implementation
There are three steps in the tile extractor’s implementation:

4.2.1 Aggregate. The Aggregate module determines which micro

tiles should form eachmacro tile. Following Section 3.2, we statically

partition the S-DOP buffer by each operand and output tensor ( 1 ,

2 in Figure 4). The goal of Aggregate ( 2a , Figure 4) is to choose

macro tile shapes such that each macro tile’s footprint maximizes

buffer partition occupancy without exceeding capacity, and while

respecting co-tiling constraints.

As the tile extractor tries to expand along contracted and un-

contracted dimensions (Algorithm 2, Figure 4), Aggregate reads

the tensor’s compressed representation and uses an accumulator to

track the current macro tile footprint. Setting each dimension might

require reading the compressed representation for multiple micro

tiles. In that case, Aggregate reads the compressed representation

in raster order. To improve throughput, our implementation reads

𝑃-word wide vectors (our evaluation uses 𝑃 = 32) of the compressed

representation and provisions a 𝑃-to-1 parallel adder to determine

the occupancy of 𝑃 micro tiles each cycle.

4.2.2 Metadata build. Since tiling is hierarchical, sub-tiles formed

via DRT must have proper T-[uc]
+
metadata to be interpreted cor-

rectly by the next level of S-DOPs. Metadata build takes the micro

tile coordinates produced during the aggregate step and uses them

to construct a macro tile in a T-[uc]
+
representation. In our imple-

mentation, we implement T-[uc]
+
representations using coordinate

and segment array data structures similar to CSR/CSC and CSF

(Section 2, see Figure 5). The metadata build unit builds these data

structures from the bottom up. It starts with the coordinate and

segment arrays that directly refer to micro tiles, then builds up to

the root of the sub-tensor formed by the macro tile ( 2b in Figure 4).

4.2.3 Pipelining. After i) Aggregate and ii) Metadata build com-

plete, the new macro tile (its metadata and micro tile data) is iii)

Distributed to the next-level S-DOP.

Pipelining occurs at two levels. First, we overlap Distribution for

tile 𝑖 and Aggregate+Metadata build for tile 𝑖 +1 by adding a second
port to S-DOP local buffers. Distribution typically dominates as it

needs to read tile metadata and data, as opposed to just metadata.

Thus, this strategy can usually hide Aggregate and Metadata build

costs. Second, task formation in S-DOP level 𝑗 is overlapped with

task processing time in level 𝑗 − 1 (where level 0 = the PEs). Thus,

as long as the time to evaluate the task (e.g., MACC, intersection

operations) rate matches tile build, the latter cost is likewise hidden.

4.3 Compressed Format Example
In task (1) of Figure 3c, Aggregate first reads the 𝐽 segment array of

𝐵 for 𝐽 = [0, 2), then sequentially traverses the 𝐾 coordinate array

to see the number of non-zeros that fall under tile_sizes[k] ≤
2. Since there are 2 new non-zeros with 𝐾 coordinates less than or

equal to 2 (see a column of the register status in Figure 3c), the

accumulator for 𝐵 (B tile occupancy in Figure 3c) flags a buffer

overflow and the Aggregator reverses the operation.

Figure 5 expands the memory layout to the accelerator hier-

archy. Assume a 𝐽 → 𝐾 → 𝐼 dataflow from DRAM to the LLB

(CSC/CSC for𝐴/𝐵), a 𝐾 → 𝐼 → 𝐽 dataflow from the LLB to the PEs

(CSC/CSR for 𝐴/𝐵), and an 𝐼 → 𝐽 → 𝐾 dataflow within the PEs

(CSR/CSC for 𝐴/𝐵). The DRAM S-DOP shows the memory layout

for pre-processed tiled-CSC (T-[uc]
+
) matrices (Section 4.1). Shaded

regions from Figure 3a now represent micro tiles of shape 3 × 3

(arbitrarily chosen) instead of scalars. Metadata now includes micro

tile footprints (micro tile sizes). Additionally, the data array of

scalars is replaced with an array of pointers to micro tiles. Micro

tiles are stored as standard 3 × 3 CSR/CSC matrices elsewhere in

memory (e.g., @addr0 in Figure 5).

In the DRAM S-DOP, Aggregate processes metadata in the same

manner as Figure 3c. However, rather than accumulating by one as

the tile grows, Aggregate increments by the the augmented micro

tile footprint. Steps a – b under the DRAM Aggregate unit corre-

spond to the same memory access patterns as task (1) in Figure 3c.

For this compressed format, access within a step is sequential for

each array. While Aggregate is determining B’s tile shape (B1 macro

tile), the Metadata (MD) build unit can begin creating the segment

and coordinate arrays for the corresponding macro tile (MD build,

b – c ). It recomputes macro tile metadata (I, J, K coordinates) to

start at base points of 0. In parallel, the Distributor streams the rele-

vant micro tile pointers to the LLB S-DOP. It also sends the in-flight

segment, coordinate, and footprint information computed by MD

build. At the LLB S-DOP level, Aggregate can begin determining

tile shapes once it starts receiving the initial metadata information

for 𝐵1. The Distributor at this level schedules pairs of micro tiles to

PEs for compute (Distribute, e – g ).
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5 METHODOLOGY
To evaluate DRT: (1) We first integrate DRT into the state-of-the-art

S-U-C-based ExTensor [30] for a subset of linear algebra, graph

analytics, and tensor kernels. (2) We evaluate DRT’s potential in im-

proving the performance of other accelerators that are built around
other dataflows and do not natively tile, by integrating the tile ex-

tractor into those accelerators. (3) We implement a software variant

of DRT and S-U-C and compare their memory overheads to an

untiled SpMSpM implementation.

5.1 Workloads, metrics and datasets
5.1.1 Arithmetic intensity and DRAM-bound performance: We use

the term DRAM-bound performance to mean the highest possible

performance or throughput given the current arithmetic intensity

(i.e., ideal use of on-chip compute).
1
This statistic is shown as the

red dots in Figures 6, 7, 8, 10. We calculate arithmetic intensity as

the number of effectual MACCs divided by the DRAM traffic of

a particular workload on that accelerator. A given workload has

the same number of effectual MACCs across all accelerators. Thus,

red dots in the following figures also indicate how much DRAM

traffic is reduced—and how much data reuse improves—over their

corresponding baselines.

5.1.2 Kernels: Let 𝑆 be a square and sparse matrix, 𝐹 a tall-skinny

sparse matrix, and 𝜒 a 3-D tensor. Given these inputs, we evaluate

these kernels:

• Linear Algebra—SpMSpM: We evaluate SpMSpM for a matrix

multiplied by its transpose for multiple input shapes: a square

matrix (𝑆2), a tall-skinny matrix (𝐹 · 𝐹𝑇 ), and a short-long matrix

1
Recall, SpMSpM is typically memory bound. Thus, peak performance is a function of

arithmetic intensity.

(𝐹𝑇 · 𝐹 ). The square of a matrix (𝑆2) is used in Markov clustering [7,

41, 54] and in evaluating SpMSpM software implementations and

accelerators [42, 61]. Kernels with non-square matrices (𝐹𝑇 · 𝐹 ,
𝐹 · 𝐹𝑇 ) are found in applications such as the Jaccard similarity

index [5, 11, 23, 27].

• Graph analytics—Multi-source BFS: We further evaluate multi-

source parallel breadth first search (MS-BFS) and betweenness cen-

trality which involve SpMSpM between a square matrix (𝑆) and a

tall-skinny matrix (𝐹 ), or a short-long matrix by a sparse square

matrix [3, 14, 41, 47]. We run MS-BFS (all iterations) with randomly

selected initial source nodes in the frontier matrix (𝐹𝑇 ) and set the

aspect ratio of columns to rows [41] (which determines parallelism)

to 2
7
, 2

9
and 2

11
. Filtering of visited nodes after each iteration is

performed offline and not included in runtime.

• Tensor Algebra—Gram: Beyond SpMSpM, we evaluate a higher-

order tensor kernel called Gram, a common sub-routine for comput-

ing a Tucker decomposition [5, 23]. This is done by contracting the

3-tensor, 𝜒 , with itself over two indices ( 𝑗, 𝑘), given by the Einsum

𝐺
(0)
𝑖,𝑙

= 𝜒𝑖 𝑗𝑘 𝜒𝑙 𝑗𝑘 where 𝐺
(0)
𝑖,𝑙

has shape 𝐼 × 𝐼 , and 𝑙 ranges from
[0, 𝐼 ).

5.1.3 Datasets. We use a subset of matrices from the SuiteSparse

Matrix Collection [19]. The matrices represent real-world graphs

with varying densities (from 0.0006% to 0.356% dense) and sparsity

patterns.

5.2 Evaluation framework and baselines
Our performance evaluation showcases how DRT can be incor-

porated into prior accelerators, regardless of dataflow, and re-

duce their memory traffic. Source code is on GitHub at https:

//github.com/FPSG-UIUC/DRT [1].

https://github.com/FPSG-UIUC/DRT
https://github.com/FPSG-UIUC/DRT
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5.2.1 Study 1: High-fidelity (cycle-level) analysis of ExTensor+DRT
and comparison to CPU. Our main result demonstrates how DRT

can augment and improve ExTensor—the prior-art scheme in sparse

tiling [30].

Cycle-level simulation of ExTensor and DRT. We model ExTen-

sor using cycle-level simulation, including all on-chip components

(buffers, intersection units, etc.). For configurations using DRT, we

model the tile extractors (Section 4) at cycle-level. We use queuing

models for the network-on-chip (NoC), buffers, and DRAM—which

ensure data transfers are not allowed to exceed peak bandwidth.

We note that ExTensor’s memory access patterns (with and with-

out DRT) exhibit high spatial locality and regular communication

patterns (e.g., multicast) [30]. Thus, a queuing model is sufficient to

capture memory-level effects (e.g., DRAM burst length). To ensure

the simulator is functionally correct, we validate the output sparsity

produced by the simulation against the results from Intel MKL.

ExTensor architecture. ExTensor uses a 3-level memory hierar-

chy (DRAM, global buffer, PE local buffers) with S-U-C tiling at

each level. We evaluate two variants of ExTensor. First, the original

design (denoted ExTensor) [30]. Second, a variant (ExTensor-OP)

which uses an outer-product dataflow between the global and lo-

cal buffers that removes a performance bottleneck we found in

the original design. To reduce output traffic from outer-product,

ExTensor-OP uses multiply-and-merge [42]; however, it performs

local reductions of partial sums in output tiles until those tiles need

to be spilled to memory. In addition, it uses a parallelized variant

of ExTensor’s skip-based intersection unit.

For ExTensor and ExTensor-OP’s S-U-C tiling, we sweep dif-

ferent static tile shapes for each workload and use the shape that

performs best per workload. Thus, our evaluation represents a best-

case scenario for an S-U-C scheme.

Integrating DRT. We integrate DRT into ExTensor-OP, forming

ExTensor-OP-DRT (or TACTile). Specifically, logic responsible for
filling the global buffer and PE local buffers is modified to implement

the S-DOPs with tile extractors from Section 4. Thus, DRT sub-

divides tiles twice. First, an S-DOP builds D-N-C macro tiles from

DRAM to be stored in the global buffer. Each of these tiles are broken

down into macro sub-tiles to be distributed to the PE buffers.

CPU baseline. We show results relative to Intel’s MKL, evalu-

ated on a 3 GHz (3.5 GHz turbo) Intel Xeon-E5-2687W with 12/24

cores/threads, a 30 MB LLC, and 4 DRAM channels with a peak

bandwidth of 68.25 GB/s.

Normalizing accelerator configurations. Both accelerators run at

a 1 GHz on-chip frequency with 128 PEs. We set accelerator DRAM

bandwidth and on-chip storage (30 MB global buffer, 32 KB local

buffers) to match the CPU LLC and local caches. Note, we found

in our area analysis (Section 6.5) that on-chip memory dominated

total area. Thus, we use a design-time search for the number of

MACCs relative to the buffers to determine the PE count of 128.

5.2.2 Study 2: DRAM-traffic analysis of OuterSPACE+DRT and Mat-
Raptor+DRT. DRT can be incorporated into and reduce the DRAM

traffic of additional accelerators that represent different major SpM-

SpM dataflows. We evaluate DRT integrated into OuterSPACE [42]

(an outer-product dataflow) and MatRaptor [49] (a row-wise Gus-

tavson’s dataflow). We idealize these accelerators’ on-chip imple-

mentations, assuming they can reach their DRAM-bound perfor-

mance. As such, these evaluations also provide insight into the po-

tential performance improvements on SpArch [61], GAMMA [60],

InnerSp [8], and other SpMSpM accelerators designed around the

same dataflows. For each accelerator, three variants are evaluated:

an untiled variant (which each paper originally reported), a variant

that uses S-U-C tiling, and a variant with DRT (D-N-C tiling). The

latter variants apply a single level of tiling across all dimensions.

5.2.3 Study 3: SW Implementation/Traffic Analysis of DRT. Given
that DRT is a primitive that can be applied in a variety of accel-

erators, a natural question is whether it can be used outside of

accelerators. We leave a thorough study for future work; however,

we implement SW variants of S-U-C and DRT and perform an or-

acle, best-case analysis to determine their potential in improving

SpMSpM memory traffic.

5.2.4 DRT configuration time parameters (all studies). At configu-
ration time, all on-chip buffers (LLB and PE buffers) are statically

split across all tensors (see 1 and 2 in Figure 4), with the same

partition used for all workloads. For example, 𝐴 might get 5% of

the buffer, 𝐵 45% of the buffer, and 𝑍 50% of the buffer. Likewise,

input matrices are pre-processed into micro tiles of shape 32 × 32

for all workloads. We chose these partitions/micro tile shape based

on a sweep that resulted in best average performance.

6 EVALUATION
6.1 Study 1: Main Results
6.1.1 Linear Algebra (SpMSpM). Figure 6 compares the perfor-

mance between ExTensor-OP-DRT, ExTensor-OP, and ExTensor

relative to the CPU for (𝑆2). On average, ExTensor-OP-DRT per-

forms 1.7x and 2.4x better than ExTensor-OP and ExTensor, re-

spectively. Note that the only difference between ExTensor-OP-

DRT and ExTensor-OP is in the tiling mechanism (DRT). The main
takeaway—which holds in many of the other evaluations we perform—
is that ExTensor-OP-DRT’s average actual performance exceeds other
configurations’ DRAM-bound (oracle) performances (red dots). This
showcases the benefit of ExTensor-OP-DRT’s improved data reuse

capabilities.

Workloads bcsstk17 and p2p-Gnutella31 fit entirely in the LLB. As
expected, they have similar arithmetic intensity and speedup across

S-U-C and DRT, since data need only be fetched once from main

memory in both cases. For other workloads, ExTensor-OP-DRT

consistently decreases the DRAM traffic, thereby increasing the

achievable peak throughput (red dots) compared to ExTensor-OP.

By maximally filling the on-chip buffer on each iteration of the

compute space, DRT reduces the number of passes required over

the tensors. The improvement in actual performance of ExTensor-

OP-DRT over its static variant for workloads with unstructured

patterns (right of the red line) points to the pre-compute, load

balancing (or data-balancing) aspect of DRT in distributing tiles

such that PEs are maximally occupied.

Additionally, compared to ExTensor-OP-DRT, ExTensor-OP

nearly reaches its peak throughput for all workloads. For sparser
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matrices, ExTensor-OP-DRT reaches its peak, but as matrices be-

come more dense in both pattern regimes, a gap occurs between

achieved performance and peak-achievable performance. On-chip

effects such as intersection logic and round-robin distribution of

tasks across PEs become prominent. There is further opportunity

in optimizing on-chip logic to better convert improved data reuse

into speedup.

Tall-skinny matrices: When SpMSpM involves tall-skinny ma-

trices (Figure 7), ExTensor-OP-DRT improves performance by 3.5x,

3.5x, and 5.2x over CPU MKL, ExTensor, and ExTensor-OP, respec-

tively. The arithmetic intensity of ExTensor-OP-DRT is 4.2x and

5.1x greater than that of ExTensor and ExTensor-OP, respectively,

indicating an improvement in data reuse. Interestingly, static tiling

at times does worse compared to CPU MKL, while DRT is able

to consistently find tile shapes that reduce memory overhead. As

explained in Section 5, our S-U-C configurations sweep tile shapes

and use whichever achieves best performance. However, any static

tile shape may lead to poor overall performance, e.g., if the matrix

has irregular sparsity.

For the tall-skinny cit workload, we found that ExTensor-OP-

DRT improves input traffic at the expense of increased output traffic,

resulting in a net loss compared to ExTensor in this specific case.

Additionally, the input tensors of both p2p-Gnutella workloads fit
entirely into the on-chip buffer. As such, the results are an artifact

of the difference in output handling between the two accelerators.

ExTensor-OP-DRT tends to reach DRAM-bound performance

for workloads where the first operand (𝐴) is short and long, but

has larger headroom when 𝐴 is tall and skinny. Note that when

𝐴 is tall and skinny, the system must evaluate more micro tile-

granular tasks compared to short-long. This causes the tall-skinny

workloads to be more sensitive to intersection time. Coincidentally,

further experiments indicate that the headroom is closed by an

oracle intersection unit.

6.1.2 Graph Analytics (MS-BFS). Figure 8 shows the relative

speedup for the combined BFS iterations per workload. On av-

erage, ExTensor-OP-DRT is 3.6x and 5.5x faster than ExTensor and

the CPU, respectively. Matrices with a larger row length variation,

such as the last 6 workloads in Figure 8 (ranging from 3 to 12 in row

variation), have an average speedup of 7.2x compared to an average

speedup of 2.7x for the remaining matrices with row variations of

less than 2. At lower variation, an S-U-C accelerator is able to mine

significant reuse since static tile shapes will have similar footprints.

6.1.3 Tensor Algebra (Gram). To understand the opportunity in

reducing DRAM traffic for higher-order tensors, we run ExTensor-

OP and ExTensor-OP-DRT for the Gram computation (Section 5.1.2).

Figure 9 shows the arithmetic intensity compared to TACO [34] for

ExTensor-OP and ExTensor-OP-DRT over a subset of 3D tensors

from the FROSTT suite [46] and 3D tensors generated using Benson

et al.’s framework [10]. Rather than growing along two dimensions,

as in prior kernels, DRT must now grow across three dimensions,

two of which are contracted (Section 5.1.2). We generate the CPU

result by passing the Einsum to the TACO compiler [34]. On average,

ExTensor-OP-DRT shows a 16.6x and 3.9x arithmetic improvement

over ExTensor-OP and TACO, respectively. Again, note that S-U-

C will not always see benefits over the CPU as its performance

depends on the chosen static tile size. In particular, the gap between

S-U-C and DRT decreases as density increases. This is expected, as

at lower sparsity, a dynamic tiling strategy should be better able to

collect sparse tiles together for reuse.

6.2 Study 2: Portability To Accelerators
Figure 10 (top) shows the performance comparison between Out-

erSPACE variants, with and without DRT. The red dots indicate

that tiling increases arithmetic intensity by 3x and 5.1x in S-U-

C-based schemes and DRT, respectively, over the baseline. This

improvement is due to tiling 𝐴 and 𝐵. The untiled baseline (origi-

nal OuterSPACE proposal) distributes columns of 𝐴 and rows of 𝐵,

giving 𝐴 and 𝐵 perfect reuse, but 𝑍 poor reuse. Tiling of 𝐴 and 𝐵

reduces the working set size of output partial products, allowing

them to be partially reduced on-chip, which reduces memory traffic.

Additionally, tiling enables partial reuse across all three tensors.

Figure 10 (bottom) shows the same for MatRaptor. The baseline

tiles along the𝑀 dimension, yielding perfect reuse on𝐴, poor reuse

on 𝐵, and partial reuse on 𝑍 . Using S-U-C and DRT tiling increases

𝐵’s input reuse which in turn reduces overall DRAM traffic.

In both cases, the untiled baseline (dashed-line) assumes ideal

on-chip behavior. The actual untiled baseline’s performance will be

lower. Importantly, the DRAM-bound limit with DRT is greater than

the untiled baseline in nearly all cases. For the actual throughput

(height of each bar), we use a round-robin distributor to choose

which PEs evaluate each task. This is not fundamental, but can lead

to poor load balancing.With amore sophisticated work-distribution

strategy, we believe the actual performance will approach the ideal.

6.3 Study 3: Software Best-Case Analysis
Although we propose DRT as a hardware unit for accelerators, we

also evaluate its potential in a software environment.We implement

DRT for the CPU, apply it to SpMSpM, and track its memory traffic.

This variant follows an inner-product dataflow when computing

on macro tiles in the LLC. Inner-product has perfect reuse on the

output; thus, we use the alternating DRT variant as it promotes

reuse on the inputs. Figure 11 shows the memory overhead of DRT

and S-U-C, compared to the untiled CPU SpMSpM implementation.

DRT provides a 7.29x and 2.94x improvement over no tiling and S-U-

C tiling, respectively. For diagonal matrices, the gap between S-U-C

and DRT decreases as input density increases. We expect this as S-

U-C is better able to exploit reuse with denser tiles. At lower density,

DRT is better able to collect sparse tiles to maximally fill the on-chip

LLC. Likewise, for the random, unstructured pattern workloads,

DRT consistently outperforms S-U-C. Tiling provides no benefit

for two workloads (circled in red). These two workloads have a

metadata overhead of over 8x their untiled variants, leading to an

increase in raw DRAM traffic which tiling is unable to overcome.

This is not fundamental and rather due to the U rank in the micro

tiles’ T-UC representations. We expect a T-CC representation will

resolve this.

6.4 Bandwidth Scaling Study
In Section 6.1.1 we note that intersection was one of the potential

bottlenecks. We now evaluate that claim. Figure 12 analyzes how a

DRT-based accelerator’s performance scales as memory bandwidth
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Figure 6: ExTensor-OP-DRT, ExTensor-OP, and ExTensor performance relative to CPU MKL (𝑆2). Workloads are in two groups: to the left of the
red line are matrices with a predominant diamond band sparsity pattern, and to the right are matrices with unstructured patterns. Within each
sparsity pattern group, matrices are sorted by increasing input density. Red dots indicate DRAM-bound performance given the arithmetic
intensity of that workload.
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Figure 7: ExTensor, ExTensor-OP, and ExTensor-OP-DRT performance (𝐹𝑇 · 𝐹 and 𝐹 · 𝐹𝑇 ). Workloads are sorted by increasing input density.
The first workload is a short-long matrix by its transpose and the second workload is a tall-skinny matrix by its transpose. Red dots indicate
DRAM-bound performance.
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Figure 8: Accelerators ExTensor and ExTensor-OP-DRT performance
across all MS-BFS iterations (𝐹𝑇 · 𝑆). Workloads are sorted in increas-
ing coefficient of row variation (of 𝑆), a measure of the variance in
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increases, i.e., by raising the roof. To show an upper bound on band-

width scaling, we compare three variants of ExTensor-OP-DRT: (1)

ExTensor-OP-DRT using the serial, Skip-Based intersection unit

from ExTensor [30], (2) ExTensor-OP-DRT with a parallelized inter-

section unit, (3) ExTensor-OP-DRT with an ideal “Serial-Optimal”

intersection that enables one MACC per cyle per PE, regardless of

sparsity pattern. We show Serial-Optimal to avoid any intersection-

related bottleneck, i.e., to visualize potential.

We observe two things. First, performance scales as DRAM band-

width improves. This suggests that DRT enables workloads to be

sufficiently close to the roofline and be bandwidth limited. Secondly,

performance is still bottlenecked by intersection. An improved in-

tersection unit enables better performance scaling. For example, at

the 8x bandwidth point, Serial-Optimal achieves a 3.9× performance

improvement over its Baseline, which is a 1.78× improvement rela-

tive to ExTensor-OP-DRT with the same bandwidth.

6.5 Extraction Overhead, Area, and Energy
We evaluate the performance behavior of two different tile extractor

implementations built into the ExTensor design. First, an ideal ex-

tractor that performs DRT in 0 cycles. Second, the parallel extractor

described in Section 4.2. We observed that the performance dif-

ference between both tile extractor implementations was minimal

(< 1% for each workload). This is due to the pipelining discussed in

Section 4.2.3.

Finally, we use Accelergy [57], an energy/area estimation tool, to

model ExTensor, ExTensor-OP, and ExTensor-OP-DRT. ExTensor-

OP and ExTensor-OP-DRT both have a 0.1% area overhead com-

pared to ExTensor. The global buffer (which is the same across

designs) accounts for the lion’s share of the area—99.75%. The tile

extractor takes 45% of the remaining area (.25%), with the remainder

going to intersection, the network on chip, and other logic. Using

the geomean of energy consumption across various workloads,

ExTensor-OP-DRT uses 85% and 22% less energy than ExTensor-OP

and ExTensor, respectively. Figure 13 shows the area breakdown of

ExTensor-OP-DRT.

6.6 Design Space Exploration
We explore various parameters tied to ExTensor-OP-DRT, with

some results shown in Figures 14–15.

Sweep Buffer Partitioning Allocations. One design point

is the choice of buffer allocation to tensors. Figure 14 shows the
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runtime performance for various points in the A/B/O partitioning

space for the LLB. The dataflow at this level is 𝐵 stationary. The

red line, corresponding to when 𝑂 receives 0% of the buffer space,

indicates the capacity limit on possible partitions for tensors 𝐴 and

𝐵. Results indicate that smaller/larger allocations for 𝐴/𝐵 perform

better. When we zoom in on this region (small A partition), most

workloads are insensitive to an increase in 𝐵’s partition beyond 30%.

However, since the dataflow produces partial outputs, workloads

with dense outputs, require enough space for 𝑂 . Thus, static buffer

allocations should consider allocating more space to the stationary

tensor (𝐵 in this case), while providing enough space for the output

to better store partial outputs. We consider dynamic allocations for

future work.

Alternating DRT. ExTensor-OP-DRT grows tiles by first grow-

ing along the contracted 𝐾 rank as much as possible, then growing

along 𝐽 , then growing along 𝐼 . Section 3.2 (Alg 2, Line 7) notes a

different growth strategy where DRT alternatively grows by one

on each dimension. For the 𝑆2 workload, this translates to growing

once on contracted rank 𝐽 , once on uncontracted rank 𝐾 , and so on

until the 𝐵 macro tile reaches its buffer capacity. DRT then creates

the𝐴 macro tile by growing 𝐼 . Figure 15 shows the overhead of this

growing variant, compared to the original ExTensor-OP-DRT vari-

ant. In nearly all cases, the alternating variant incurs a memory and

runtime overhead, which, on further analysis, is due to an increase

in output traffic. By growing along the contracted dimension first,

ExTensor-OP-DRT’s default variant leads to tile shapes that are

longer in the contracted dimension, which in turn leads to better

reuse of the output macro tile for the current task.

Sweep starting tile size. As noted in Section 3.2, the DRT

algorithm can have an initial macro tile shape from which it grows.

This affects how long or short the final tile shape will be along a

particular dimension. Figure 16 shows the results of sweeping the

starting tile shape.

Sweep micro tile shape. Figure 17 shows the impact of micro

tile shape on overall memory traffic. As micro tile shape increases,

DRT approaches S-U-C tiling, reducing the available opportunity

in maximally filling the buffer. Smaller micro tile shapes, in the

general case, incur metadata overhead, since smaller sizes lead to

more micro tiles to describe. Future work will consider deciding
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Figure 16: Performance as the initial tile shape from which DRT
grows changes. We vary along the 𝐽 rank since this affects the sta-
tionary 𝐵 matrix.

the micro tile shape at runtime based on the sparsity pattern of an

input.

Sweep on-chip bandwidth and LLB size. For each tested work-
load, the NoC bandwidth has no significant effect on performance.

This is due to the overhead of main memory accesses. Additionally,

when sweeping the LLB capacity, most workloads are insensitive

to an increase in capacity beyond 15 MB.

7 RELATEDWORK
Due to the irregular memory access patterns of sparse tensor ker-

nels, traditional architectures are unable to reach peak performance.

This has spurred accelerator research [4, 26, 30, 40, 42, 44, 45, 49, 50,

61] with MatRaptor, GAMMA, OuterSPACE, SpArch, and ExTensor

representing state-of-the-art for SpMSpM. ExTensor and GAMMA

are two recent accelerators that tile sparse data. ExTensor adopts
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Figure 17: Overall traffic as micro tile shape changes. We do not show
runs suffering from out-of-memory issues.

Table 2: Sparse tiling in prior work.

Prior Work Method Kernel Tiling

OuterSPACE [42] HW SpMSpM, SpMV no explicit tiling

SpArch [61] HW SpMSpM S-N-P

MatRaptor [49] HW SpMSpM no explicit tiling

GAMMA [60] HW SpMSpM D-N-C (limited)

ExTensor [30] HW SpMSpM, SpMM, TTM/V,

SDDMM

S-U-C

ALRESCHA [4] HW SpMV, PCG S-U-C

Near Memory SpMM [24] SW(GPU) SpMM D-N-C

ASpT [32] SW(CPU, GPU) SpMM, SDDMM S-U-P dense tiles,

S-N-P sparse tiles

Locally Adaptive SpMV [51] SW(GPU) SpMV S-U-P

Hierarchical 1-D Tiling [25] SW(GPU) SpMM/V, SDDMM S-N-P

Merge-based SpMM/V [39, 59] SW(GPU) SpMM/V S-U-P

GrateTile [37] Storage format CNN (SpMM, SDDMM) S-N-C

J Stream [35] SW SpMM, SDDMM S-U-C

Split Unaligned Blocks [55] Storage format SpMV S-U-P

S-U-C tiling [4, 30, 60], where sparse tiles are treated similar to

dense tiles. GAMMA could be viewed as a nascent form of D-N-

C tiling. It distributes rows of the 𝐴 matrix, not tiles, and either

statically partitions 𝐴 or not at all in the context of Gustavson’s

dataflow. DRT is more general: it is dataflow-independent and tiles

nonuniformly along all dimensions for any dimensional problem.

Table 2 summarizes some of the common tiling schemes used in

prior work. Works are classified according to their implementation

method—HW, SW, or a proposed sparse storage format—and their

approach to tiling. On the software side there are more systematic

works regarding sparse tensor tiling [24, 25, 25, 32, 32, 32, 39, 39,

51, 59] focusing on sparse kernels containing a single, sparse input

operand. To the best of our knowledge, no such method exists for

kernels with multiple sparse operands, such as SpMSpM, as the

pattern of the output matrix is difficult to predict and co-tiling is

non-trivial.

8 CONCLUSION
We present a novel dynamic reflexive tiling (DRT) mechanism,

which builds nonuniform, coordinate space macro tiles from collec-

tions of uniform coordinate-space micro tiles. Our primary result is

that DRT—instantiated in both hardware and software modalities—

has the potential to improve performance across a range of prior

accelerators and CPU implementations. Future work will mature

the software effort and validate DRT’s ability to effectuate a net-win

performance-wise on CPUs, as it does in an accelerator setting.
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A APPENDICES
A.1 SpMSpMWorkloads
Table 3 lists the matrices used in this work. Abbreviated matrix

names appear in the paper.

Table 3: Sparsematrices used in the evaluation. Thematrices are fromHB [20],
Bova [13], DNVS [18], Hamm [28], LAW [12], Williams [56], and SNAP collec-
tion [36]. Each group is separated with a divider.

Matrix Dimensions Non-zeros (Density)

bcsstk17 [20] 11𝑘 × 11𝑘 428.6k (0.356%)

pwtk [20] 218𝑘 × 218𝑘 11.5M (0.024%)

rma10 [13] 47𝑘 × 47𝑘 2.3M (0.106%)

shipsec1 [18] 141𝑘 × 141𝑘 3.6M (0.018%)

scircuit [28] 171𝑘 × 171𝑘 1M (0.0033%)

enron [12] 69𝑘 × 69𝑘 276k (0.0058%)

pdb1HYS [56] 36𝑘 × 36𝑘 4.3M (0.328%)

cant [56] 63𝑘 × 63𝑘 4M (0.103%)

consph [56] 83𝑘 × 83𝑘 6M (0.087%)

mac_econ_fwd500 [56] 207𝑘 × 207𝑘 1.3M (0.003%)

cop20k_A [56] 121𝑘 × 121𝑘 2.6M (0.018%)

mc2depi [56] 526𝑘 × 526𝑘 2.1M (0.00076%)

sx-mathoverflow [36] 25𝑘 × 25𝑘 240k (0.0389%)

cit-HepPh [36] 35𝑘 × 35𝑘 421k (0.0353%)

soc-Epinions1 [36] 76𝑘 × 76𝑘 509k (0.0088%)

p2p-Gnutella31 [36] 63𝑘 × 63𝑘 148k (0.0038%)

soc-sign-epinions [36] 132𝑘 × 132𝑘 841k (0.0048%)

sx-askubuntu [36] 159𝑘 × 159𝑘 597k (0.0024%)

email-EuAll [36] 265𝑘 × 265𝑘 420k (0.0006%)

amazon0302 [36] 262𝑘 × 262𝑘 1.2M (0.0018%)
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